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1.1 Children’s perception of their own speech: Polish sibilants

1. INTRODUCTION

1) To what extent are children able to understand their own
speech? Do they produce subtle cues which adult speakers
do not perceive?

2) Which sibilants are most difficult for children acquiring
complex sibilant contrasts?

3) How can we explain the acquisition order of the sibilants in
Polish?

1.2 Research questions
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3. RESULTS

2.1 Participants
81 monolingual Polish-speaking children, ages 35–106 months, 39 female, living in 

Szczecin, Poland

2.3 Stimuli
• 3 words with /s, ʂ, ɕ/ in word-medial position (minimal pairs), 3 words with /s, ʂ, ɕ/ 

word-initial position, 3 distractors
• 3 repetitions of each triplet; 24 observations based on adult and 24 on child recordings 

for each child; 3600 observations in total

[kasa] <kasa>
‘cash pointʼ

[sanki] <sanki>
‘sleighʼ

[ɕatka] <siatka>
‘netʼ

[ʂafa] <szafa>
‘wardrobeʼ

[kaɕa] <Kasia>
‘Kateʼ prop. name

[kaʂa] <kasza>
‘groatsʼ

Figure 1: Proportion of correct/incorrect answers
as a function of the stimulus (adult, child) and age

Figure 3: Reaction time of choosing the sibilant /ɕ/, /s/ or /ʂ/ 
as a function of age and stimulus

Figure 2: Proportion of correct/incorrect answers as a function of 
the stimulus (adult, child), age and the word-medial contrast /s, ʂ, ɕ/

Figure 4: Reaction time as a function of the stimulus (adult, child) and age

3.1 Perceptual results for the word-medial contrast /s, ʂ, ɕ/

Linguistino, an Ubuntu Mate based
tool built for the purposes of the
experiment (own design,
adjustments of the answer box,
i.e. colours and placements of the
buttons, recording of children’
voices)

• The easiest sound to discriminate is the
alveolo-palatal /ɕ/ (/ɕ/ vs. /ʂ/ t= 4.03, 
p<.001; /ɕ/ vs. /ʂ/ t= 3.99, p<.001); no 
significant difference between /ʂ/ vs. /s/ 

• The interaction StimulusType*Sound is
significant (t=-2.82, p<.01)

The reaction time 
• was shorter when children listened to

their own stimuli as opposed to the adult 
stimuli (t=-3.72, p<.001)
➝ blocks with child voices were played

after blocks with adult voices
(habituation effect?)

RT differences:
• /ɕ/ shows the shortest RT followed by /s/  

(t=3.99 p<.001) and /ʂ/ (t=4.03, p<.001); no 
significant difference between /s/ and /ʂ/.

• The RT is shorter with increasing age (t=-
10.66, p<.001)

Correct answers
• Children better discriminate the contrast /s, ʂ, 

ɕ/ when produced by  an adult, and their 
answers are significantly worse when listening 
to themselves (t= -9.99, p<.001)

• The discrimination improves with increasing 
age (t=5.72, p<.001). 

• The perception of the complex sibilant system in Polish is
both age- and speaker(i.e. stimulus)-dependent.

• Children better discriminate the contrast /s, ʂ, ɕ/ when
produced by an adult, and their answers are significantly
worse when listening to themselves. The fact that these
children did not understand their own voices better than
adult voices speaks against the notion that they were
deliberately controlling subphonemic cues that adults might
not attend to.

• The discrimination is improving with increasing age. 
• Reaction times, despite being subject to a huge variation,

reveal that /ɕ/ is the easiest sound discriminated by children
(the shortest RT), followed by /s/ and /ʂ/. This is in line with
the observation that /ɕ/ is the earliest sound acquired by
Polish children (Łobacz 1996)

2.2 Experimental design
• Part I: picture naming task (see 2.3)
• Part II: listening to triplets produced by an unknown adult and selecting the correct picture
• Part III: listening to triplets produced by themselves and selecting the correct picture
• Recording of participants’ answers (right/wrong) and their reaction times (RT)
• Acoustic recordings

[kaɕa] [kaɕa] [kasja] 

No, I’m not saying 
[kaɕa] but [kaɕa]  

No, I’m not saying 
[kaɕa] but [kaɕa]  

The negation reveals that the child has two semantic concepts: 
one of the doll named Kate and one of a cash pointer. However,  
the mum hears the same word. 
Does the child indeed produce the same word or are there subtle
cues which the adult speaker is not able to hear?

1.3 Previous studies
• focus on perception of children speech by adults (infant-

directed speech, e.g. Cristià 2010)
• limited to English, Japanese and Chinese (e.g. Fangfang

2008)
• only few studies on children‘s perception of their own

speech (Cooper, et al. 2018, Dodd 1975, Strömbergsson
et al. 2014)

• studies on sibilants acquisition mostly limited to simple
contrasts /s, ʃ/ (Fangfang et al. 2009, Li et al. 2011, Reidy
et al. 2017)

2.5 Statistics
• Linear mixed effects models for RT (Barr et al. 2013) and binomial anlysis for ANSWER [correct, 

incorrect]
• Fixed effects: AGE, STIMULUS TYPE [child, adult], SOUND [s, ʂ, ɕ], SEX [male, female] and their 

interactions; 
• Maximized random structure in initial models

Results

4. Discussion and conclusions

3.2 Acoustic results for the word-medial contrast /s, ʂ, ɕ/

2.4 Acoustic analysis
• Multitaper spectra with a 512 point Hamming window
• Power spectral density (PSD) estimated via Thomson multitaper method (linear combination

with unity weights of individual spectral estimates and default FFT) length)
• Parameters at the frication midpoint: the highest spectral peak frequency, centre of gravity

(COG), standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis
• Formants:

• F1, F2, F3 at (i) the mid point of V1 (preceding vowel), (ii) the end of V1, (iii) the
beginning of V2 (following vowel), (iv) the mid point of V2

• settings: max. formants: 8000Hz; max. number of formants: 5; window length: 25 ms.
• formants were carefully manually corrected based on previous automatic extraction;

• Duration: V1, V2, sibilant

Figure 6: COG and F2 frequency of the sibilants for three age groups;
/s/=circle, /ɕ/=triangle, /ʂ/=square

35-50 months 51-70 months 71-106 months

Figure 7: F2 of of the vowel following /s, ʂ, ɕ/ Figure 8: COG of /s, ʂ, ɕ/ spectra

a) the sound is produced with the tongue dorsum and control over
this articulator should precede that for fine movements of the apex
or tongue blade
b) transitions of vowels play a crucial role in the production and
perception of fricatives because younger children rely more on
dynamic than static information in the process of phonemic
categorization (Nittrouer 2002)
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Figure 5: Spectra of /s/ (left panel), /ɕ/ (middle panel) and /ʂ/ (right panel)  in word-medial position in children’s speech

• The early acquisition of /ɕ/ can be explained by the fact that: 

2. EXPERIMENT

• The process of separation of /s/ and /ʂ/ takes place later: the 
transitions are not as salient as in the case of /ɕ/.

• Formants, spectral moments and duration differentiate
the alveolo-palatal /ɕ/ from /s/ and /ʂ/ in acquisition.

• For the /ʂ/ vs. /s/ contrast, formants and duration turn out to
be not significant, but instead only spectral properties such as
COG, STD and kurtosis reflect acquisition of the contrast.


